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Directional cell growth requires that cells read and
interpret shallow chemical gradients, but how the
gradient directional information is identified remains
elusive. We use single-cell analysis and mathemat-
ical modeling to define the cellular gradient decoding
network in yeast. Our results demonstrate that the
spatial information of the gradient signal is read
locally within the polarity site complex using dou-
ble-positive feedback between the GTPase Cdc42
and trafficking of the receptor Ste2. Spatial decoding
critically depends on low Cdc42 activity, which is
maintained by theMAPK Fus3 through sequestration
of the Cdc42 activator Cdc24. Deregulated Cdc42 or
Ste2 trafficking prevents gradient decoding and
leads to mis-oriented growth. Our work discovers
how a conserved set of components assembles a
network integrating signal intensity and directionality
to decode the spatial information contained in chem-
ical gradients.
INTRODUCTION
Directional information encoded in chemical gradients is
required for numerous processes, such as amoeba and neutro-
phil chemotaxis or chemotropic growth in yeast and neurons.
These and other systems are capable of translating a shallow
gradient signal into a steep, highly polarized cellular response
(Figure 1A). Although the response timescale and resulting
morphological changes are diverse, all gradient sensing systems
use a similar set of pathway components to respond to chemical
gradients (Berzat and Hall, 2010). Signals are sensed by G-pro-
tein coupled receptors (GPCRs) linked to trimeric G-proteins, as
in yeast or neutrophils, or by receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), as
in neuronal polarization. Receptor activation triggers conserved
signaling pathways, often including mitogen-activated protein
kinase (MAPK) cascades and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
(PI3K) signaling (Figure 1B). The polarized response is carried
out by the cell polarity machinery, consisting of Rho- or Rac-458 Developmental Cell 35, 458–470, November 23, 2015 ª2015 Elstype GTPase modules, which guide dynamic reorganization of
actin toward the gradient to initiate directed growth. Each
contributing cellular pathway is understood in considerable
detail, and interaction within and between pathways is predom-
inantly believed to be hierarchical (Graziano and Weiner, 2014).
However, linear pathway organization has been insufficient to
explain the emergent property of gradient decoding for success-
ful cell navigation.
Gradient decoding can be formalized by dividing the gradient
signal into (1) an intensity signal and (2) a directional signal. Inten-
sity is interpreted by signal integration across the cell surface,
mediated by receptors and downstream signaling. Direction de-
coding requires detection of a spatial difference in receptor
activation across the cell surface. A large body of work in
Dictyostelium has led to formulation of the local excitation global
inhibition (LEGI) model (Devreotes and Zigmond, 1988; Parent
and Devreotes, 1999), in which the spatial difference of receptor
activation is globally amplified into a defined polarity mark that
directs downstream signaling components such as GTPase
modules driving actin reorganization. The LEGI model has
served as a conceptual template for gradient sensing systems
in other organisms, including budding yeast (Arkowitz, 2009; De-
florio et al., 2013; Segall, 1993). However, the molecular compo-
nents of these systems, in particular the global inhibitor required
for difference amplification, have so far not been experimentally
identified.
Because Polarity GTPase systems are activated in a switch-
like manner and can establish polarity even in the absence of
spatial cues (e.g., during symmetry breaking in cultured neurons
[Dotti et al., 1988] or yeast [Wedlich-Soldner et al., 2003]), it has
been assumed that gradient sensing and polarity mark place-
ment occur prior to GTPase activation. Polarity establishment
mechanisms have been best studied in budding yeast, in which
three interlocked feedback loops have been identified: symme-
try breaking requires Bem1-mediated recruitment of more
GTPase activator (Cdc24; marked 1 in Figure 1C) (Bose et al.,
2001; Butty et al., 2002), and stabilization of the polarity axis re-
quires actin-dependent recruitment of GTPase-containing vesi-
cles (marked 2 in Figure 1C) (Wedlich-Soldner et al., 2004), as
well as Rdi1-mediated recycling of Cdc42 (Klu¨nder et al.,
2013). Negative actin-based feedback has been implicated in
adjusting already established polarized growth toward the
gradient (Dyer et al., 2012). However, in vivo observations reportevier Inc.
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Figure 1. Gradient Sensing Is Directed by a Mobile Polarity Site
(A) Shallow chemical gradients guide cells toward their targets by inducing a highly polarized cellular response and directed growth. How the small signal
difference is amplified into a highly polarized response has remained unknown (gradient signal, dashed line; cellular activity, solid line).
(B) The gradient signal is received by a common set of components (see text for details).
(C) Scheme of yeast mating pathways: the polarity pathway (GTPase Cdc42, GEF Cdc24, scaffolds Far1 and Bem1 [dark gray shading]) and its downstream
effectors (Bni1, actin polymerization) form two interlocked positive feedback loops (1 and 2) to initiate polarized growth once the directional signal (D) has been
decoded by an as yet unknown mechanism. The receptor pathway (GPCR Ste2, activated G-proteins Gb and Gg [orange shading]) and the simplified MAPK
pathway (MAPK Fus3 [blue shading]) integrate the gradient intensity signal (S) to induce protein expression.
(D) Cells expressing Cdc24-qV exposed to a microfluidic a-factor gradient resulting in az2.5 nM concentration difference across the cell. Labeled are time in
minutes, cytokinesis position (ck), Cdc24 nuclear (nuc), and polarity site (p) localization. Dashed arrowheads indicate polarity establishment (tPE) and mobile site;
closed arrowheads indicate onset (tPG) and continuing polarized growth. The two last frames represent for the right cell the time-projected (color bar) position and
intensity (circle size and in last frame normalized intensity over time) of the polarity site. The scale bar represents 5 mm.
(E) Cells expressing Gic2-GFP were treated as in (D), and the time-projected position and intensity plot are shown for the right cell.
(legend continued on next page)
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surprisingly high directional accuracy of initial symmetry
breaking toward chemical gradients (Adler et al., 2006; Janeto-
poulos et al., 2004), and thus imply that gradient decoding
occurs before the recruitment of downstream polarity pathways.
To dissect the temporal and regulatory dynamics of symme-
try breaking toward chemical gradients, we used the prototypic
gradient response in budding yeast (Figure 1C) and a combina-
tion of quantitative life-cell microscopy, microfluidic gradient
generators, and computational modeling. With this approach,
we defined the temporal course of events upon gradient expo-
sure and dissected the molecular regulatory network required
for gradient sensing. We find that the gradient is sensed locally
by a spatial double-positive feedback loop between the posi-
tion of the polarity site and trafficking of the gradient receptor
Ste2. Precise control of Cdc42 GTPase activity is crucial for
network function and depends on the MAPK Fus3, which con-
trols intensity signal-dependent sequestration of the Cdc42
activator Cdc24. The identified network is based on compo-
nents functionally conserved in diverse organisms (Berzat and
Hall, 2010) and might form the core of many gradient-sensing
systems.
RESULTS
Gradient Sensing Is Directed by a Mobile Polarity
Complex
To identify protein localization dynamics during the gradient
response, we developed a set of life-cell microscopy assays us-
ing microfluidic gradients (Lee et al., 2012). We first addressed
polarity machinery response timing upon gradient exposure.
The most upstream reporter for polarity establishment is the
GTPase exchange factor (GEF) Cdc24, which activates the
GTPase Cdc42 (Figure 1C). Entry into the G1 phase of the cell
cycle served as time zero of the response because cells are sus-
ceptible to a-factor only during G1 (Strickfaden et al., 2007). In a
microfluidic gradient, Cdc24 fused to quadruple Venus (qV) relo-
cated mainly to the nucleus and established polarity on the
plasma membrane already within minutes of gradient exposure
(Figure 1D; Movie S1). Contrary to current belief, however, the
established polarity axis was not aligned with the external
gradient. The polarity site maintained a fluctuating intensity
and traveled along the cell membrane (Figure 1D) to align the po-
larity axis with the gradient before polarized growth was initiated.
We observed identical behavior in natural dynamic gradients, in
which the polarity axis was established gradient source indepen-
dent and adjusted in steps toward the partner cell before polar-
ized growth and cell-cell fusion was initiated. Strikingly, the
polarity site was also able to adjust to variations in the gradient
direction and tracked the changing location of the partner cell(F) Cells expressing Bni1-qV were treated as in (D), and the time-projected posit
(G) Position of polarity establishment (tPE) and initiation of polarized growth (tPG
distance from the gradient (=0) and expressed as a percentage (experiments [N
(H) Time needed to initiate polarized growth determined from experiment in (D) fo
(N = 3, nØ = 48; *t test p < 0.0005).
(I) Schematic of polarity complex dynamics during gradient sensing: (1) polarity is
(2) the polarity axis is not stabilized and instead directed by a mobile polarity site
growth is initiated.
See also Figure S1.
460 Developmental Cell 35, 458–470, November 23, 2015 ª2015 Els(Figure S1A). Importantly, the same behavior was also detect-
able for the active Cdc42 reporter Gic2 (Figure 1E) and Bni1,
the Cdc42 effector leading to actin cable formation (Figure 1F).
Quantification across cell populations confirmed that axis direc-
tion at the time of polarity establishment (tPE) was largely gradient
direction independent (59% oriented toward and 40% away
from the gradient) but instead determined by the default polarity
mark through the bud-site selection pathway (Figures S1B and
S1C). At the onset of polarized growth (tPG), the polarity axis
was aligned with the gradient (Figure 1G; 71% oriented toward
and 29% away from the gradient [identical to non-transgenic
control cells; Figure S1D]). If gradient sensing takes place
already before tPG, we expect that cells establishing polarity
farther away from the gradient source will take longer until tPG.
This was indeed the case (Figure 1H), suggesting that site move-
ment after assembly is biased toward the higher gradient signal
andmoves the polarity axis in steps along themembrane. On the
basis of these results, we conclude that polarity establishment is
fast upon gradient exposure, the site for establishment is
selected independent of the gradient direction, and thus gradient
sensing occurs before tPG through a mobile polarity site
(Figure 1I).
Intensity Signal Regulates Cdc42 Activity and Polarity
Site Mobility
If polarity site mobility is required for gradient sensing, we
reasoned that it should depend on coupling the polarity site to
the activated receptor. We generated a mutant in the polarity
scaffold Far1, which is unable to interact with the activated
Gbg dimer (Far1-DGbg bind) (Chenevert et al., 1994). Cells ex-
pressing this mutant still displayed polarity site mobility when
exposed to an a-factor gradient but were unable to align the
site with the gradient and as a result initiated polarized growth
in random directions (Figures 2A and 2B). When we exposed
wild-type (WT) cells to uniform low a-factor concentration, they
exhibited a highly mobile polarity site (Figure 2C; Movie S2). In
contrast, exposing cells to uniform high a-factor strongly
reduced site mobility (Figure 2D). Although high mobility
permitted shmoo emergence to occur distal from the internal po-
larity site, reduced site mobility confined shmoo emergence
proximal to the default site (Figure 2E) and also greatly reduced
the time needed until shmoo emergence (Figure 2F). High
mobility in low uniform a-factor was associated with low polarity
site lifetime and higher persistent directional movement (Figures
2G and H), whereas low mobility resulted in higher polarity site
lifetime and lower directional persistence. These observations
show that the components decoding the intensity signal, in yeast
the receptor and Fus3 signaling, regulate polarity site mobility in-
dependent of a gradient to permit assembly of a less stableion and intensity plot are shown for the right cell.
) was determined from experiment in (D). Results binned in 45 incremental
] = 3, average number of cells [nØ] = 86; *t test p < 0.005).
r cells establishing polarity (tPE) less or more than 90
 away from the gradient
established quickly after gradient exposure and independent of the gradient;
toward the gradient; (3) once polarity axis and gradient are aligned, polarized
evier Inc.
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Figure 2. Gradient Intensity Signal Regulates Polarity Site Mobility
(A) Cells expressing Cdc24-qV and a Far1 mutant not able to bind Gbg (Far1_DGbg-bind) were exposed to an a-factor gradient of 0–80 nM. Time-projected
positions and intensity of the Cdc24 polarity site are shown in last frame for the left cell.
(legend continued on next page)
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polarity site whose directional movement may be more sensitive
to external signal.
What is the regulatory principle for polarity site mobility? The
observed site instability suggested that upon gradient exposure,
only Bem1-mediated symmetry breaking becomes activated,
and actin cable-dependent site stabilization is absent (loops 1
and 2, respectively, in Figure 1C). We thus hypothesized that
gradient intensity signaling could directly regulate polarity acti-
vation feedback to control polarity site mobility. To test this pos-
sibility, we measured Cdc42 activation in cells exposed to
different uniform a-factor concentrations by quantifying the
localization of the Cdc42 effectors Gic2 and Bni1 at the polarity
site. Indeed, Cdc42 activity increased with increasing a-factor
concentrations (Figures 2I and 2J) and also just prior to tPG (Fig-
ure 2K), confirming that the intensity signal regulates polarity
complex activation and that Cdc42 activity is kept low before
tPG. Polarity site mobility may thus depend on levels of Cdc42
activation.
Double-Positive Feedback Network Topology for
Gradient Decoding
If Cdc42 activation levels and polarity site mobility are controlled
by the gradient intensity signal, gradient sensing could be driven
solely by stabilizing the polarity site in regions of higher gradient
signal and thus toward the gradient. To develop a testable hy-
pothesis for how Cdc42 activity could permit gradient sensing,
we built on previous work to construct a stochastic phenomeno-
logical model of gradient sensing. Jilkine et al. (2011) identified a
one-component system resembling the GTPase activation loop
of Cdc24, Cdc42, and Bem1 in which Cdc42 stability on the
membrane was dependent solely on the strength of the first
Cdc42 activation loop. Although this one-component system
recapitulated a mobile polarity site (Figure 3A), the model was
unable to explain how a mobile Cdc42 polarity site could be
directed toward the external gradient, and we thus extended it.
In the model, the cell membrane is represented in one dimension
as a circle (Figure 3B). The pheromone receptor complex is rep-
resented by R and randomly positioned on the simulated mem-
brane by reactions 1 and 2. Following previous findings (Butty
et al., 1998; Nern and Arkowitz, 1999), the receptor positions
the Cdc42 complex (represented as P) on the membrane by link-
ing through the Far1-scaffold in reactions 3 and 4. P drives its
recruitment in the single Bem1-mediated positive feedback
loop (reaction 5) and positions the receptor on the membrane
through polarized endo- and exocytosis (Ayscough and Drubin,
1998) in reactions 6 and 7. The total levels of P and R remain con-
stant, and MAPK-dependent regulatory mechanisms are(B) Angle of the polarity site with respect to the gradient was determined at tPG for c
the gradient (=0) and expressed as a percentage (N = 2, nØ = 102). Mutant cells w
stability.
(C and D) Cells expressing Cdc24-qV exposed to 40 nM (low, C) or 200 nM (high
position and intensity for the right cell of each experiment.
(E and F) Extent of polarity site mobility (angle traveled, E, and time spent, F, from t
or uniform indicated a-factor concentrations. N(gradient) = 3, nØ = 86; N(dose-re
(G and H) Polarity site lifetime (G) and directional persistence (H) for cells from (E
measured persistent directional steps in these trajectories in N = 3 experiments.
(I) Gic2-GFP membrane intensity in cells treated with indicated uniform concentr
(J) Bni-qV membrane intensity in same conditions as (I) with N = 3, nØ = 130. Pe
(K) For experiments shown in (I) and (J), single-cell data were aligned on shmoo
462 Developmental Cell 35, 458–470, November 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsexcluded from the model (see also Supplemental Information
and Figures S2A–S2D for details). We tested the model behavior
upon gradient exposure and found that the polarity site formed
by P on the membrane fluctuated in intensity and adjusted grad-
ually toward the gradient source in a qualitatively similar manner
as observed in our experimental results (Figure 3C). The direction
at tPG (see Supplemental Information for how tPG is determined in
the model) across many simulations resembled our in vivo data
from microfluidic gradients (Figure 3C), demonstrating that this
simple phenomenological model recapitulates the basic proper-
ties of yeast gradient sensing.
We could now use this model to help understand how Cdc42
activity control contributes to gradient sensing. First we deter-
mined the importance of each modeled reaction to gradient
sensing. Simulations with one reaction turned off at a time
showed that loss of any reaction decreases or abolishes
gradient sensing capacity (Figure S2E). Varying the rate of
most individual reactions (1, 2, 3, 6, and 7) by 2-fold up or
down had little or no influence on gradient sensitivity, while
the reactions driving P membrane recruitment feedback (reac-
tions 4 and 5) were highly sensitive to rate variations (Fig-
ure S2F). The P feedback loop was also very sensitive to overall
P levels, as only a narrow range of P levels permitted gradient
sensing (Figure S2G). Low levels of P yielded a fluctuating po-
larity site that failed to stabilize toward the gradient, and
conversely, high levels of P yielded a stable polarity site that
did not translocate along the membrane and consequently
reached a position at tPG that was independent of the gradient
direction (Figures 3D and 3E). Because loss of polarized exocy-
tosis or endocytosis abrogated or broadened the gradient
response, respectively (Figure S2E, reactions 6 and 7), we
further tested how receptor traffic influences gradient sensing.
Combined large rate variations for all membrane trafficking re-
actions (reactions 1 and 2 as well as 6 and 7 [Figure S2H]) did
not affect gradient sensing. However, increasing polarized
traffic alone to ratios over unpolarized traffic of 40 or higher
to resemble exocytosis rates of polarized growth (Marco
et al., 2007) hyper-stabilized the polarity site and prevented
gradient sensing (Figure 3F). These simulations suggest that a
mobile polarity site can be maintained only in a narrow range
of Cdc42 activity, and activity can be set by controlling
Cdc42 levels available to the Bem1-based feedback loop. Di-
recting the polarity site toward the gradient can be achieved
by spatial feedback between the polarity site and polarized re-
ceptor traffic. Importantly, low levels of receptor trafficking are
required to prevent precocious polarity site stabilization and
thus to permit gradient sensing.ells treated as described in (A). Results binned in 45 incremental distance from
ere mixed with unlabeled WT cells in the same chamber to control for gradient
, D) a-factor, with the last frame summarizing the time-projected polarity site
PE to tPG) in cells expressing Cdc24-qV exposed to a gradient of a-factor (0–80)
sponse) = 3, nØ = 97.
) and (F). For (G), measured trajectories (nt) = 464 from nc = 289 cells; for (H),
ations of a-factor. Mean (N = 3, nØ = 84) and SEM (shaded area) are plotted.
ak at G1 entry corresponds to Bni1 localization to cytokinetic ring.
emergence (tPG).
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Figure 3. Limited GTPase Activation Is Suf-
ficient for Polarity Site Mobility and a Spatial
Double-Positive Feedback System for
Gradient Amplification
(A) The Jilkine et al. (2011) model in silico replicates
a mobile polarity site similar to our experimental
observations. Polarity site time-projected position
and intensity of a single model run (left) and a
single cell exposed to 40 nM uniform a-factor.
(B) Scheme of the stochastic computational model
incorporating a spatial positive feedback loop
between the polarity complex (P) and the receptor
(R) through reactions 3, 6, and 7 and positive
feedback of P membrane recruitment through re-
action 5. Components travel from a well-mixed
cytoplasm (indicated by suffix c) to the 1D mem-
brane (suffix m) by the indicated reactions
described in the text.
(C) Is double-positive feedback sufficient to guide
polarity toward the gradient? Polarity site time-
projected position and intensity from a single
model run and direction at tPG of modeled (960
simulations) or experimental (identical to Fig-
ure 1G) data.
(D and E) Is control of P activity required for
gradient sensing? Time-projected positions from
single simulations (D) and direction at tPG for
model run with WT or high P activity (E). Two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test showed
significant difference between WT and high P
activity (p = 3.8 3 109).
(F) Is regulation of the ratio of polarized (P) to un-
polarized (U) receptor traffic important for gradient
amplification? Direction at tPG for ratios below (0.1)
or above (40, 70)WT conditions are shown. KS test
versus WT showed significant difference for ratios
40 (p = 0.016) and 70 (p = 0.007). All data are from
960 simulations.
See also Figure S2.Fus3-Driven Cdc24 Sequestration Regulates Cdc42
Activity
Cdc42 activation is a self-amplifying process fed by interlocked
feedback loops (Figure 1C), leading to a switch-like system that
sets polarity either on or off. However, our modeling approach
and initial experiments suggest the existence of an intermediate
Cdc42 activity that permits directing polarity toward external
gradients. How then is Cdc42 activation limited in vivo by pher-
omone signaling? On the basis of previous findings that the
Cdc42 activator, Cdc24, is mainly nuclear (Nern and Arkowitz,
2000; Shimada et al., 2000) and theoretical work that limiting
GEF levels could set GTPase activity (Goryachev and Pokhilko,
2006), we hypothesized that Cdc24 sequestration may control
the Bem1-based Cdc42 activation loop to set defined Cdc42
activity levels. Dose-response experiments confirmed that
most Cdc24 relocates to the nucleus upon G1 phase entry and
further revealed that Cdc24 nuclear levels were high in low
a-factor concentrations (20–80 nM) and low in high a-factor con-
centration of 200 nM (Figure 4A). Concurrently, less membrane-
bound Cdc24 was detected in low compared with high a-factor
exposure (Figure 4B), while total Cdc24 levels remained constant
at different a-factor concentrations and over time (Figures S3A–DevelopmeS3C). These data support the hypothesis that Cdc24 membrane
levels set Cdc42 activity and show that Cdc24 membrane levels
are controlled by nuclear sequestration.
To identify the regulatory network for Cdc24 nuclear seques-
tration, we first tested if the MAPK Fus3 is responsible for this
pheromone-dependent Cdc24 sequestration. We quantified
Cdc24-qV localization in cells harboring the analog-sensitive
allele of Fus3 (Fus3-as; Bishop et al., 2000) when exposed to
low or high a-concentrations. As expected, Cdc24-qV nuclear
localization was low in high a-factor in the absence of the inhib-
itor NaPP1. In contrast, when Fus3-as was partially inhibited, the
Cdc24-qV nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio increased to levels iden-
tical to those observed in cells treated with low a-factor concen-
trations (Figure S3D), demonstrating that Fus3 activity regulates
Cdc24 nuclear shuttling.
In a second set of experiments, we tested how Fus3 regulates
Cdc24 nuclear and membrane levels. Because Cdc24 nuclear
localization depends on Far1 (Nern and Arkowitz, 2000; Shimada
et al., 2000), we monitored Far1 nuclear levels in a-factor dose-
response experiments. Interestingly, increasing a-factor con-
centrations induced higher Far1 nuclear export (Figure S3E)
(Blondel et al., 1999) and increased Far1 expression (Figure S3F).ntal Cell 35, 458–470, November 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 463
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Figure 4. Fus3-Driven Cdc24 Sequestration Regulates Cdc42 Activity
(A and B) Cdc24-qV nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio (A) and polarity site intensity (B) in cells exposed to indicated uniform concentrations of a-factor (N = 3, nØ = 128).
(C) Cdc24-qV polarity site intensity in cells expressing a Fus3-analog sensitive allele (as) and treated as indicated (D, DMSO; N, 0.1 mM NaPP1; N = 3, nØ = 47).
(D and E) Cdc24-qV polarity site intensity in cells expressing Far1_DNES (D) or Far1_DNLS (E).
(F) Time-projected position and intensity of Cdc24 polarity site from experiments described in (D) and (E).
(G–J) Quantification of individual polarity site (ps) behavior (G, overall time from tPE to tPG; H, ps lifetime; I, ps directional persistence; J, step size) from single cells
of experiments described in (D) and (E). *t test p < 0.05; ns, p > 0.05.
(K) Scheme summarizing polarity activation control. The gradient intensity signal is translated by theMAPK Fus3 into Cdc42 activity by a combined slow negative
and fast positive regulatory control loop. Fus3 drives Cdc24 nuclear sequestration through Far1 expression and regulates nuclear export by Far1 NES phos-
phorylation. As a result, in low a-factor concentrations, the actin-dependent polarity feedback loop remains inactive, and polarity site stabilization is prevented
(see text for details).
See also Figure S3.At the same time, acute Fus3-inhibition immediately increased
Cdc24 nuclear levels while concurrently reducing membrane-
bound Cdc24 (Figures S3G and S4C). How is Fus3 mediating
Far1-Cdc24 nuclear export? Far1 is phosphorylated by Fus3
on S341 and S346 (Gartner et al., 1998), located within the
Far1 nuclear export sequence (NES; Figure S3H) (Blondel
et al., 1999). Deleting the Far1 export sequence (Far1_DNES)
or mutating S341 and S346 to non-phosphorylatable alanine res-
idues (Far1_NES2A) interfered with Fus3-dependent Cdc24
export, resulting in increased nuclear accumulation of Cdc24
(Figures S3I and S3J). Conversely, partial mutation of the Far1
nuclear localization sequence (Far1_pNLS) decreased nuclear
Cdc24 levels, while Fus3-induced Cdc24 nuclear export re-
mained intact (Figure S3K). Together, these data suggest that464 Developmental Cell 35, 458–470, November 23, 2015 ª2015 ElsFus3 activity drives Far1 expression and thereby integrates
Fus3 activity (Elion et al., 1993; Oehlen et al., 1996) to increase
nuclear Far1-Cdc24 complex over time (Doncic and Skotheim,
2013). Conversely, Fus3-dependent Far1-Cdc24 export coun-
teracts the nuclear sequestration by Far1-NES phosphorylation
to maintain a steady-state equilibrium of the complex between
nucleus and membrane.
In a third set of experiments, we addressed whether Cdc24
membrane levels alone regulate Cdc42 activity. Deletion of the
Far1 NES (Far1_DNES) or the Far1 NLS (Far1_DNLS) increased
or decreased Cdc24 nuclear levels, respectively (Figures S3I
and S3L). We thus quantified Cdc24 membrane levels in these
two mutants and found that Far1_DNES-expressing cells lacked
pheromone-dependent regulation of Cdc24 membrane levelsevier Inc.
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Figure 5. Limited Receptor Traffic and Actin-Independent Polarity Is Sufficient for Site Mobility
(A and B) Stills and time-projected polarity site positions and intensity of cells expressing an exocytosis marker (Exo70-GFP [A]) or Ste2-qV (B) exposed to 40 nM
uniform a-factor and DMSO. Note vacuole (vac) and membrane vesicles (ves) containing Ste2-qV.
(C and D) Stills and time-projected polarity site positions and intensity of cells expressing an exocytosis marker (Exo70-GFP [C]) or Ste2-qV (D) exposed to 40 nM
uniform a-factor and 200 mM LatA.
(E and F) Cells harboring Cdc24-qV and WT or the bem1-m1 mutant were exposed to 0–80 nM a-factor gradients in the absence (E) or presence (F) of 100 uM
LatB.
(G) Quantification of membrane-bound Cdc24-qV in shmoo-forming cells from (E) and (F) (control: N = 4, nØ = 192; LatA: N = 4, nØ = 51; LatB: N = 2, nØ = 76).
(H) Shmoo orientation of control cells or cells treated as in (F) (control: N = 5, nØ = 67; LatB: N = 4, nØ = 239).
(legend continued on next page)
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and cells displayed low Cdc24 membrane levels even at high
pheromone concentration (Figure 4D). Lack of Cdc24 nuclear
sequestration in Far1_DNLS-expressing cells strongly elevated
Cdc24 membrane levels (Figure 4E), and excess membrane-
bound Cdc24 reduced the time to shmoo emergence to a me-
dian of 45 min (WT: 80 min; Figure 4G) and increased polarity
site lifetime (Figure 4H) and directional persistence (Figure 4I).
Lack of pheromone-regulated nuclear shuttling in Far1_DNES-
expressing cells did not influence or only weakly influenced po-
larity site persistence measures, while polarity site step size was
increased (Figure 4J). These experiments identify a regulatory
network for how the gradient intensity signal regulates Cdc42
activity and polarity site mobility (Figure 4K). First, tight control
of Cdc24 availability for Cdc42 activation is achieved by a regu-
latory loop downstream of a single component, Fus3, controlling
both negative and positive regulatory loops. Fus3 negatively
regulates Cdc24 availability with a delay by inducing Far1
expression, leading to increased Cdc24 nuclear sequestration.
Concurrently, Fus3 positively regulates Cdc24 availability on a
faster timescale by phosphorylation-dependent Far1-Cdc24
nuclear export. Restriction of membrane-bound Cdc24 main-
tains high site mobility, while regulated nuclear export is required
to prevent complete site destabilization. In summary, Cdc24
availability to the Bem1-mediated Cdc42 activation feedback
sets Cdc42 activity and polarity site mobility.
Polarized Receptor Traffic Is Guided by Actin-
Independent Polarity Mechanisms
Our computational model suggested that the mobile polarity site
is guided toward the gradient by spatial feedback with mem-
brane receptor traffic. However, previous work on how the pher-
omone-receptor becomes polarized remained inconclusive
(Ayscough and Drubin, 1998; Suchkov et al., 2010). To clarify
when and how Ste2 becomes polarized, we set up quantitative
microscopy assays. In cells treated with low uniform a-factor
concentration, general exocytosis and endocytosis markers
(Exo70 and Abp1, respectively) translocated along the mem-
brane and showed lower or a more distributed intensity before
initiating polarized growth (Figures 5A, 5B, and S4A; Movie
S3). Importantly, the receptor Ste2 also became polarized early
in this process, and its localization focus shifted along the mem-
brane (Figure 5B; Movie S3). Exo70, Abp1, and Ste2 intensity
was increased and more focused once polarized growth was
initiated (Figures 5A, 5B, and S4A; Movie S3).
To test if low activity of membrane-trafficking was sufficient to
account for these observed dynamics, we prevented actin-
based vesicle transport by adding the actin-depolymerizing
drug latrunculin A (LatA), which as expected quickly dissolved
Abp1 foci (Figure S4B). Exo70 and Ste2 exocytosis remained un-
changed during the gradient decoding phase in the presence of
LatA (Figure S4D) but failed to become more focused and
increase in intensity, because cells did not initiate polarized
growth (Figures 5C and 5D; Movie S3). These results establish
that general and receptor-specific polarized trafficking is actin(I and J) Cells expressing Cdc24-qV deleted for RDI1 were exposed to 0–80 nM
(K) Quantification of membrane-bound Cdc24-qV in shmoo-forming cells from (I) a
(L) Shmoo orientation of cells from I&J (rdi1D: N = 5, nØ = 98; rdi1D, LatB: N = 3
See also Figure S4.
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growth onset.
Cdc24-Cdc42-Bem1 Feedback Is Required and
Sufficient for Gradient Sensing
To delineate if Cdc24-Cdc42-Bem1 feedback can indeed
mediate gradient sensing without any downstream signaling,
we tested the gradient sensing capacity of cells inactivated for
the Bem1 loop itself (feedback 1, Figure 1C), actin-based feed-
back (feedback 2, Figure 1C), or GDI-mediated recycling of
Cdc42-GDP (Klu¨nder et al., 2013). Expression of the Cdc24-
binding defective Bem1-m1mutant (Butty et al., 2002) prevented
any Cdc24 polarization (Figure 5E), and most cells remained
round (78.1% ± 1.3%) or displayed irregular shapes (19.7% ±
0.9%) and eventually exited the pheromone-induced arrest.
Cells treated with 100 mM latrunculin B (LatB) fully depolymerize
actin-cables (Irazoqui et al., 2005). Interestingly, 33.9% ± 1.83%
of LatB-treated cells formed detectable mating projections
(66.1% ± 1.83% remained round), with timing and Cdc24 mem-
brane levels comparable with those of untreated control cells
(Figures S4E, 5F, and 5G), which oriented toward the gradient-
like control cells (Figure 5H). Blocking Cdc42 recycling by delet-
ing Rdi1 did not impair shmoo formation, Cdc24 membrane
levels, or gradient sensing (Figures 5I, 5K, and 5L; see Figures
S4E–S4H for further polarity site parameters). Inactivation of
both Cdc42 recycling and actin-based feedback enabled only
17.0% ± 5.5% of cells to form small but detectable mating
projections with temporarily reduced Cdc24 membrane levels
(Figure 5K), which oriented toward the gradient equally well as
non-treated WT cells (Figures 5J and 5L). Taken together, this
set of experiments establishes that of all the modules required
for singular and stable establishment of polarity in symmetry
breaking, only Cdc24-Cdc42-Bem1 feedback is required and
sufficient for gradient sensing.
Tight Regulatory Control of the Cdc24-Cdc42-Bem1
Loop Is Required for Gradient Sensing
Because we established that none of the canonical polarity
establishment pathways downstream of Cdc42 are required for
gradient sensing, we asked whether the identified Fus3-depen-
dent regulation of Cdc24 availability is required for gradient
sensing in vivo. We first removed nuclear sequestration-based
limitation of Cdc42 activity by using the Far1_DNLS mutant
and followed Cdc24 in cells exposed to a-factor gradients. Inter-
estingly, cells exhibited a less mobile polarity site that largely
impaired gradient decoding (Figures 6A and 6B; Movie S4;
also see Figures 4G–4I for mobility quantification). In a second
step, we removed the nuclear export-based positive control of
Cdc42 activity by following Cdc24 in cells expressing
Far1_DNES exposed to a-factor gradients. These cells main-
tained polarity site mobility and displayed an increased polarity
site step size (Figure 4J), but they failed to stabilize the site
toward the gradient and eventually initiated polarized growth
independent of the gradient direction (Figures 6C and 6D;a-factor gradients in the absence (I) or presence (J) of 100 uM LatB.
nd (J) versus control from (G) (rdi1D: N = 4, nØ = 90; rdi1D, LatB: N = 4, nØ = 22).
, nØ = 238).
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Figure 6. Fus3-Regulated Polarity Is Essen-
tial for Gradient Sensing
(A) Stills of cells expressing Cdc24-qV and
Far1_DNLS exposed to a-factor gradient from
0–80 nM. Last frame shows time-projected polar-
ity site positions and intensity of right cell in stills.
(B) Population mean of direction at tPG for cells
treated as in (A). Results binned in 45 incremental
distance from the gradient (=0) and expressed as
a percentage (WT: N = 15, nØ = 40; DNLS: N = 6,
nØ = 112). Inhibitory Fus3 control of polarity activity
is required for high polarity site mobility.
(C) Stills of cells expressing Cdc24-qV and
Far1_DNES exposed to microfluidic a-factor
gradient from 0–80 nM. Last frame shows time-
projected polarity site positions and intensity of
right cell in stills.
(D) Population mean of direction at tPG for cells
treated as in (C). Results binned in 45 incremental
distance from the gradient (=0) and expressed as
a percentage (WT: N = 15, nØ = 40; DNES: N = 2,
nØ = 70). Activating Fus3 control of polarity activity
is required for polarity site stabilization toward the
gradient.
(E) Scheme depicting the identified gradient de-
coding signaling network as explained in the text.
(F) Localized gradient concentration difference
calculation in successive decision steps as
explained in the text.Movie S4). Together these data show that the activating regula-
tion through fast phosphorylation-based nuclear export of the
Far1-Cdc24 complex is required to decrease site mobility in or-
der to initiate polarized growth once the polarity axis is aligned
with the gradient (Figure 6D), while limiting Cdc42 activity
through slow transcription-based nuclear sequestration serves
to set and maintain high polarity site mobility (Figure 6B). By link-
ing receptor activation through Fus3 to the level of polarity acti-
vation, the Fus3-driven control loop thus serves as the master
regulator for gradient decoding.
DISCUSSION
Directedmovement along chemical gradients is an evolutionarily
conserved process essential for single and multicellular eukary-
otes. Yet the mechanisms identifying the gradient directional in-
formation remain poorly understood. Here we used chemical
and genetic perturbation experiments combined with quantita-
tive microscopy and computational modeling to study gradient
decoding in yeast. Our results define how cells integrate the
directional signal, using Cdc42 to Ste2 spatial feedback, and
the intensity signal, using Fus3-controlled Cdc42 activity, to pro-
cess and interpret the spatial signal contained in chemical gradi-
ents (Figure 6E).
A Core Network Topology for Spatial Signal Processing
Cell polarity establishment was reported to depend on two pos-
itive feedback loops, which break symmetry (Cdc42 activation;
Bose et al., 2001; Butty et al., 2002) and stabilize the polarity
axis position (actin-based Cdc42 membrane delivery; Wedlich-
Soldner et al., 2004). How is this robust activation machinery
held in check to prevent noise-triggered and thus misguidedDevelopmepolarized growth? Previous work in budding yeasts showed
that cells that had initiated polarized growth can correct their
growth direction by vesicle-delivery-based disruption of the
polarity site (Dyer et al., 2012). Here we find that cells align their
polarity axis with the gradient before tPG by limiting the Cdc42
activator Cdc24 during initial gradient sensing. This mechanism
inhibits actin-based polarity axis stabilization to permit dynamic
axis adjustment toward the gradient. Related observations of a
dynamic polarity site in gradient sensing were reported in
S. pombe and C. elegans (Bendezu´ and Martin, 2012; Wang
et al., 2014). Although the underlying regulatory mechanisms
have not been identified in these studies, these data suggest a
mobile polarity site as a commonmechanism in gradient sensing.
A system linking the gradient sensor and downstream polarity
in spatial double-positive feedback may present a generalizable
concept for gradient amplification, especially in systems inwhich
thegradient receptor becomespolarized, suchas in chemotropic
neuronal polarization (Adler et al., 2006). In other systems, such
as chemotaxing cells, the activated Gbg complex and not the re-
ceptor is polarized (O’Neill and Gautam, 2014; Xiao et al., 1997).
Because recent evidence suggests that Rho GTPases are
required for gradient sensing independent of the actin cytoskel-
eton in chemotaxing cells (Wang et al., 2013), it is conceivable
that GTPase-directed trafficking of the Gbg complex constitutes
the spatial double-positive feedback loop in these systems.
Localized Decisions and Spatiotemporal Integration
Eliminate Noise
The molecular basis for gradient decoding, computing the front-
to-back signal difference, has long remained elusive. Here we
identify how linking receptor trafficking and polarity establish-
ment localizes the difference calculation to a focused membranental Cell 35, 458–470, November 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 467
region as defined by the polarity site (Figure 6F). This finding was
unexpected because the LEGI model proposes a global gradient
amplification mechanism (Devreotes and Zigmond, 1988; Parent
and Devreotes, 1999) and recent work in budding yeast had
described an actin cable-dependent correction mechanism for
growth toward gradients that operates after polarized growth is
initiated (Dyer et al., 2012). Our data show that, at least in yeast,
a global inhibitor is not required, and the gradient is sensed by an
actin cable-independent mechanism before polarized growth is
initiated. Sensing occurs locally through ‘‘dynamic instability’’
of the polarity site, permitting biased site movement toward
higher active receptor density. This succession of localized
directional decisions solves two main problems in gradient
sensing: noise is cancelled by spatiotemporal integration of the
gradient signal, and directional variations in gradients can be
dynamically tracked (as observed in Figure S1A). To initiate
polarized growth once aligned with the gradient, we hypothesize
that polarity site reassembly becomes spatially confined in re-
gions with maximum receptor activation. Confinement leads to
further local polarity amplification (Figure 2K) and receptor-medi-
ated feedback, and once actin-dependent positive feedback
kicks in, polarized growth occurs. During polarized growth, our
data show that Cdc42 activity is increased, and further gradient
sensing may depend mainly on actin-based polarity site dilution
(Dyer et al., 2012). Gradient sensing thus relies on dynamic insta-
bility of the polarity site and temporal-spatial signal integration
over repeated directional decisions to decode the noisy gradient
signal.
Additional gradient amplification mechanisms may, however,
exist to improve noise tolerance and amplification strength, as
suggested by theoretical work on gradient sensing in yeast
(Chou et al., 2011) and Dictyostelium (Shi et al., 2013). Our
data show that higher pheromone concentrations can further in-
crease membrane-bound Cdc24 even when all Cdc24 is cyto-
solic (Far1_DNLS mutant). Increased receptor-associated Fus3
activity (van Drogen et al., 2001) may enhance Cdc24 activity
locally to stabilize the polarity site in regions of maximal receptor
activation. Fus3 may also further amplify the gradient through
Fus3-Ga-mediated negative feedback phosphorylation of Gb
(Deflorio et al., 2013) or by delayed receptor endocytosis on
the up-gradient side (Suchkov et al., 2010). Our data, however,
define Cdc42 regulation by Cdc24 sequestration as the core
gradient sensing mechanism because lack of Fus3-driven
Cdc42 regulation (Far1_DNESmutant) completely prevented po-
larity site stabilization toward the gradient.
Robust Control Loop for Non-linear Systems
The spatial feedback system identified here critically depends on
tight control of Cdc42 activity. Here we identify that nuclear
sequestration of the GEF Cdc24 stably maintains partially acti-
vated Cdc42 for hours. GEF sequestration has been shown to
switch on and off GTPase activity in certain settings in higher
eukaryotes (Matthews et al., 2012; Saito et al., 2004). Here we
show that gradient intensity signaling controls chemotropic
growth dynamics through regulated Cdc42 activity levels over
extended periods of time.
How is tight control of activator sequestration possible?
We find that a Fus3-driven control loop constitutes a robust reg-
ulatory mechanism for Cdc24 sequestration and thus Cdc42468 Developmental Cell 35, 458–470, November 23, 2015 ª2015 Elsactivity. Similar control loops combining fast positive and slow
negative regulation have been identified in various gene regula-
tory networks as robust and time integrating systems (Hart and
Alon, 2013). Here, the slow inhibitor arm of the network buffers
the system against signaling noise, while the fast activator arm
allows fine-tuning of the output, as we could show with acute
Fus3 inhibition. A similar control loop downstream of the GTPase
Rac was recently identified in chemotaxis (Dang et al., 2013).
Analogous to yeast Fus3, Rac drives actin polarization through
Arp2/3 activation while at the same time recruiting the Arp2/3 in-
hibitor Arpin. Removal of the inhibitor increases polarization ac-
tivity while preventing cell steering during chemotaxis, in striking
resemblance to our data with Far1_DNLS mutant cells that lack
Cdc42 limitation and are defective in gradient sensing because
of premature activation of polarized growth. Spatial exclusion
of an activator under control of a robust control loop may thus
present a generalizable mechanism allowing regulation of non-
linear processes such as GTPase activation.
Taken together, our work provides the foundation for under-
standing how self-organizing mechanisms of largely conserved
polarity components can be robustly regulated to generate a
spatial double-positive feedback loop capable of locally ampli-
fying shallow chemical gradients.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Yeast Strains, Plasmids, and Growth Conditions
See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details on media and plasmid
construction. All yeast strains are derivatives of BY4741 (Brachmann et al.,
1998), and all fusion proteins are expressed from their endogenous location
and promoter. Strains for all experiments were grown in SC-based media
(0.17% yeast nitrogen base, 2% glucose, 0.5% NH4-sulfate and amino acids).
Protein Extracts and Western Blotting
Protein extracts were prepared from trichlor acid (TCA)-fixed cells. TCA pellets
were resuspended in 23 urea buffer (62.5 mM Tris [pH 6.8], 10% glycerol, 4%
SDS, 5% b-mercaptoethanol, 8 M urea, and bromophenol blue) and vortexed
3 min at 4C with 0.5 mm glass beads. After boiling, samples were analyzed
using standard SDS-PAGE and western blotting procedures. Antibodies
used were a-GFP (11 814 460 001; Roche), a-phospho-p44/42 antibody
(#9101; Cell Signaling), a-Mcm2 (sc-6680; Santa Cruz), and a-Tub1 (T9026;
Sigma).
Microscopy and Microfluidics
Images were acquired on fully automated inverted epi-fluorescence micro-
scopes (Ti-Eclipse; Nikon) in an incubation chamber set to 30C, with 603
oil objective and appropriate excitation and emission filters. A motorized XY-
stage and piezo drive was used to acquire z-stacks and multiple fields of
view per time point. Gradient experiments were performed in homemade mi-
crofluidic gradient chips (experimental cells were mixed with unlabeled WT
cells to control for gradient stability [Lee et al., 2012]), for dose-response
experiments in Cellasics Y04C chips (Millipore), and for Fus3-as experiments
in 96-well 17 mm glass-bottom plates (Matrical). Except for Cellasics chips,
slides were coated using a Concanavalin A in PBS (1 mg/ml).
Image Analysis
Automated image analysis was performed using YeastQuant software on raw
images (Pelet et al., 2012) running inMATLAB (see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures for details). Resulting quantitative single-cell intensity measure-
ments were aligned with cytokinesis as t = 0 (except for experiments in Fig-
ures 4C, S3G, and S4D). To reduce the effect of outliers, the median across
all aligned cells was calculated per experiment. Displayed in the figures is
the mean across the indicated number of replicate experiments (N) with the
SEM shown as shaded areas. Morphological and directional features wereevier Inc.
extracted as described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures, and the re-
sulting single-cell measurements were pooled across all N to display the data
in boxplots. MATLAB was used to generate boxplots in which the central mark
represents the median and box edges the 25th (quartile 1 [q1]) and 75th (quar-
tile 3 [q3]) percentiles. Thewhiskers extend to all values within q3 + 1.5(q3 – q1)
and q1 – 1.5(q3 – q1), and values outside this range are considered outliers. For
clarity, outliers were removed from figures but kept for calculating statistical
significance using Student’s t test, for which a p value < 0.05 was considered
as significant.
Displayed images were deconvolved using Huygens (SVI) and maximum in-
tensity projected unless otherwise indicated. Cell and polarity site orientation
for experiments in a-factor-gradients was quantifiedmanually using Fiji (Schin-
delin et al., 2012). Cell rotation effects were minimized by fixing cells with
Concanavalin A or by restricted height in the microfluidic chips and was
controlled using bright-field images (Movies S1, S2, S3, and S4).
Computational Modeling
Our stochastic model is based on the implementation of a polarization model
(Jilkine et al., 2011) and aims at qualitative simulation of gradient sensing
between tPE and tPG. It consists of four species (cytoplasmic polarity complex
[Pc], membrane-bound active polarity complex [Pm], cytoplasmic receptor
complex [Rc], and membrane-bound active receptor complex [Rm]), with
the total number of P (Pc + Pm) and R (Rc + Rm) remaining constant. Mem-
brane-boundmolecules have position values assigned in the continuous inter-
val [0,1], and membrane diffusion is calculated for each molecule individually
after each reaction in the simulation, with d_Rm = 1/10 d_Pm (Jilkine et al.,
2011; Valdez-Taubas and Pelham, 2003). The cytoplasm is considered well
mixed, so reactions are based on the law of mass action. Molecule abundance
in each compartment was simulated using an implementation of Gillespie’s
stochastic simulation algorithm. Statistical significance between different
simulation parameters was tested using the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test included in the MATLAB statistical toolbox (see Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures for further details).
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
four figures, and four movies and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.devcel.2015.10.013.
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